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Selection of visual information for
lightness judgements by eye movements

Matteo Toscani, Matteo Valsecchi and Karl R. Gegenfurtner

Department of Psychology, Justus Liebig University Giessen, Otto-Behaghel-Strasse 10F, 35394 Giessen, Germany

When judging the lightness of objects, the visual system has to take into account

many factors such as shading, scene geometry, occlusions or transparency. The

problem then is to estimate global lightness based on a number of local samples

that differ in luminance. Here, we show that eye fixations play a prominent role

in this selection process. We explored a special case of transparency for which

the visual system separates surface reflectance from interfering conditions

to generate a layered image representation. Eye movements were recorded

while the observers matched the lightness of the layered stimulus. We found

that observers did focus their fixations on the target layer, and this sampling

strategy affected their lightness perception. The effect of image segmentation

on perceived lightness was highly correlated with the fixation strategy and

was strongly affected when we manipulated it using a gaze-contingent display.

Finally, we disrupted the segmentation process showing that it causally drives

the selection strategy. Selection through eye fixations can so serve as a simple

heuristic to estimate the target reflectance.
1. Introduction
The human eye is specialized to achieve vision in fine detail in the fovea. Visual

acuity [1], luminance sensitivity [2], contrast sensitivity [3] and colour sensi-

tivity [4,5] all decrease with retinal eccentricity. Therefore, our visual system

has to construct its representation of the world from many small samples.

The amount of light coming to the eye from an object is the product of the

light striking the surface and on the proportion of light that is reflected. Consid-

ering one single point in a scene it is impossible to distinguish between

illumination and reflectance. However, only the proportion of reflected light

is an invariant property of the object, and thus of great importance for

vision. To solve the ambiguity between illuminance and reflectance, the

visual system uses different strategies to estimate an object’s reflectance [6]. Sev-

eral factors have been shown to play a role in lightness constancy. Lateral

inhibition between retinal neurons filters out shallow intensity gradients

which are mostly owing to illumination effects [7,8].

More complex factors also have an effect on lightness perception, such as

object shape [9,10] or the interpretation of transparent surfaces [11–15]. There-

fore, lightness, defined as the perceived reflectance of a surface [6,16], is highly

dependent on the contextual properties of the whole scene [6,9,11,14,17–21],

and the visual system has to use these contextual cues to infer an object’s phys-

ical properties. Each scene is perceived by integrating the small high-resolution

samples collected by moving the eyes around. The role of eye movements is not

confined to maximize resolution, as their importance has been shown for other

visual tasks. For example, Einhauser et al. [22] have found a bidirectional

coupling between eye position and perceptual switching of the Necker cube.

Georgiades & Harris [23] found the position of the fixation point that influences

the dominance of perception when viewing ambiguous figures. Furthermore,

even the appearance of basic visual features, such as spatial frequency, lumi-

nance or chromatic saturation, is distorted in the periphery of the visual field

[2,4,5,24–29].

Therefore, it is sensible to assume that fixations serve as a selection mechan-

ism for the perception of stimuli both above and below threshold. Surprisingly,

eye movements have been almost completely neglected in lightness perception
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Stimuli. The central circular regions in (a) and (b) are the same
image, the surrounding noise has a different luminance range in order to
change the contrast polarity that is uniform along the disc’s border but
with a different sign between (a) and (b).
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studies, even though general effects of viewing behaviour

have been shown for some colour constancy tasks [30–32].

There is some evidence that observers do not use a physics-

based approach, where they first estimate illuminance

intensity and then extract relative lightness by discounting

the illuminance. Rather, they might use simple cues such

as brightness and contrast [33]. This agrees well with the

observation of consistent failures of lightness constancy, for

example with respect to geometrical variations [34,35]. In

these cases, performance lay between luminance matching

and lightness constancy.

In objects made of a single material, lightness, perceived

reflectance, is by definition a singular value, whereas bright-

ness, perceived luminance, typically varies across the surface.

Therefore, a selection process is needed. We hypothesize

that eye movements play a major role in this selection. We pro-

pose that a foveally weighted reflectance is estimated from

local luminance samples. Although traditionally lightness

constancy has been explained by low-level factors, for example

lateral inhibition between retinal neurons [7,8,20,36], more

recently a dominant influence of factors related to scene

interpretation has been shown [6,9,10,13,19,37]. A simple prin-

ciple proposed in the lightness perception context is the image

segregation in transparent and opaque layers in order to dis-

card the effect of the prevailing illumination and atmospheric

conditions on the perceived surface. Differences in contrast

magnitude along a border with a uniform contrast polarity

(figure 1) are thought to be used to segregate the image.

According to this heuristic, the regions whose contrast relative

to the background is higher are perceived as belonging to the

object surface in plain view. The regions whose border contrast

is smaller are perceived as belonging to a transparent layer [12].

Here, we investigate whether observers preferentially fixate the

regions of the stimuli that are perceived to be more informative

on the actual reflectance of the target (i.e. the ones less occluded

by the superimposed transparent layer) and whether such a

fixation strategy influences the overall perceived lightness.
2. Eye movements in a lightness estimation task
We recorded eye movements while observers matched the

lightness of a visual stimulus known to induce a layered rep-

resentation [13]. The stimulus consists of a disc defined by a

uniform contrast polarity border with variable contrast mag-

nitude owing to the noisy context in which it is embedded

(figure 1). In this stimulus, the lowest contrast region along

the border is perceived as being occluded by the foreground
layer, and all regions within the object sharing the same

brightness are interpreted in the same way. The areas of the

object with the highest contrast magnitude are interpreted

as not occluded and representing the actual reflectance of

the target. In the dark surround condition (figure 1a), the

smallest border contrast is associated with low luminance,

and the brightest parts of the object are interpreted as the

least occluded regions. On the contrary, in the light surround

condition (figure 1b), where the highest contrast area along

the border corresponds to darker luminance values, the dark-

est regions of the target are perceived to belong to the object

layer. This layered representation leads to the perception of a

light disc (figure 1a) embedded in dark noise and a dark

disc (figure 1b) embedded in light noise, even though the

luminance distributions within the two discs are identical.

Observers were asked to match the lightness of the central

disc with a uniform reference disc displayed on the right side

of the same CRT monitor. We represented the size of the illu-

sion as the difference in matched luminance between the two

(dark and bright surround) contextual conditions. Eye move-

ments were measured during the matching task. Observers

took 12.45+ 5.53 s to perform these matches, 27% of which

was spent on the target disc. Observers on average made

five large amplitude saccades (about 148) from the target to

the matching disc or back and seven small amplitude sac-

cades (average 2.548) within the target. Overall, there were

on average 14 fixations on the target disc with a mean dur-

ation of each fixation of 360 ms.

If foveal sampling plays a role in this illusion, then it is

reasonable to expect that the fixation pattern should change

depending on the context. In particular, the fixations

should be focused on the regions of the target assumed to

be on plain view, avoiding the occluding layers. Therefore,

the average luminance around the fixated points should be

higher in the dark surround condition than in the bright

surround condition. We represented the effect of the back-

ground on the eye movement strategy as the difference

between the average luminance in the regions around each

fixated point in the dark surround condition and in the

bright surround condition. The illusion effect was significant

(t17 ¼ 3.18, p , 0.05; figure 2), and the background condition

also affected the eye sampling strategy (t17 ¼ 2.56, p , 0.05;

figure 2). As predicted, observers tended to focus on lighter

parts of the disc in the dark background condition than in

the light background condition. The illusion size was highly

correlated with the contextual effect on eye sampling (Pear-

son’s r ¼ 0.904, p-value , 0.0001; figure 3). The viewing

behaviour explained 82% of the between-observers’ variabil-

ity in the illusion size. Observers with a large perceptual

effect also had large differences in eye sampling between

the dark and light context condition.
3. Viewing strategies
We actively manipulated the observers’ fixation strategy using

a gaze-contingent display in order to investigate the nature of

the relationship between perception and eye sampling. We

used the same stimuli as in the first experiment, but they

were displayed only when the observers fixated a particular

region within the target disc. We chose both bright and dark

fixation regions. The luminance of the forced-fixation region

strongly influenced lightness perception: fixating brighter

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Matching and eye movement sampling surround effects (means
and standard errors). Illusion effect is the difference between each observer’s
average match in the dark and in the light surround condition. The eye move-
ment sampling effect is the difference between the average luminance in the
18 regions around each fixated point for each observer in the dark and bright
surround condition. Error bars indicate +1 s.e.m.
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Figure 3. Correlation between effects of scission on eye movement sampling
and lightness matches. The difference in sampling the scene between the
two surround conditions is highly correlated with the perceptual difference
in lightness matches. The eye movements sampling strategy explains 82%
of the variability in the perceptual effect.
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Figure 4. Luminance matches in the forced-fixation conditions. The grey line
represents the average matches in the light fixation condition, and the black
line represents the average matches in the dark fixation condition. Pictures of
the stimuli indicate the fixation conditions with the fixation points indicated
by small spots. Error bars indicate +1 s.e.m. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 5. Perceptual effects during forced-fixation and free-looking con-
ditions. Pictures of the stimuli represent the condition indicated by the
label on the x-axis. The illusion effect is represented as the difference
between the matches for the pictures above and below. Error bars indicate
+1 s.e.m. (Online version in colour.)
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parts of the stimulus led to brighter matches, whereas fixating

darker parts led to darker matches (figure 4). A repeated

measurement ANOVA revealed a strongly significant main

effect of fixation condition (F1,14¼ 12.81, p-value , 0.005).

The interaction between fixation condition and surround con-

dition was not significant (F1,14¼ 23.3915, p-value . 0.25).

The main effect of surround condition was just on the edge

of significance (F1,14¼ 4.3589, p ¼ 0.05). In order to quantitat-

ively compare the illusion effect in the free-looking condition

and the forced-fixation condition, we computed the illusion
effect from the forced-looking experiment as the differences

between the dark and the light surround condition. We did

this for the case when the forced-fixation pattern was either

consistent or inconsistent with the spontaneous fixation strat-

egy observed earlier (figure 5). In the consistent condition,

observers fixated the bright region in the contextual condi-

tion that led to the perception of a light target disc (dark

surround condition, figure 1a) and fixated the dark region in

the contextual condition that led to the perception of a dark

target disc (light surround condition, figure 1b). In the incon-

sistent condition, the observers fixated the darkest region in

the contextual condition that led to the perception of a bright

target disc and fixated the brightest region in the contextual

condition that led to the perception of a dim target. Between

the consistent and the inconsistent condition only the fixation

area differed, but the overall stimulus was the same, therefore

a difference between them could only be explained by an

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 6. Example of 908 rotated stimuli. (a,b) The squares on the top are the non-rotated stimuli in the dark and the light surround condition, and (c,d) the
stimuli below are their rotated versions. After rotation, the contrast polarity along the border is not uniform anymore and the perception of transparency does not
occur. The illusion looks vastly diminished in the squares (c,d ).
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effect of the forced fixation. The eye sampling effect was

significantly higher in the consistent condition than in

the inconsistent condition (t14 ¼ 3.5793, p , 0.005), and in

this inconsistent condition, the effect disappeared completely

(t14 ¼ 20.0436, p . 0.95). The illusion effect measured in the

free-looking condition was significantly higher than in

the inconsistent condition (t14 ¼ 3.3545, p , 0.005), and just

lower than in the consistent condition (t14 ¼ 2.6178, p , 0.05).

Forcing the observer to a fixation strategy that emphasized

the fixation strategy naturally applied by our observers, we

found a stronger illusion effect. Forcing the observers to a

fixation strategy at odds with their natural behaviour destroyed

the illusion.
4. Causal role of the segmentation process on
the fixation strategy

These experiments have clearly shown that perceptual effect of

the segmentation process is amplified by eye movements, indi-

cating that the foveal input was weighted more than the

parafoveal input. The next question is whether eye movements

are actually driven by the segmentation process or by some

other property of the image, the test-background contrast, for

example. Indeed, the luminance–contrast is one of the most

important cues for fixation prediction [38–41]. To address
this issue (Experiment 3), we repeated the first experiment

rotating the test discs 908 (figure 6). This simple manipulation

disrupts the segmentation process because the contrast polarity

along the border is no longer uniform [15]. In line with earlier

results, the illusion effect was highly reduced in the rotated

version of the stimulus (t5 ¼ 3.27, p , 0.05). The residual sur-

round effect could be explained by simultaneous contrast,

which was found to contribute 11% of the illusion [13]. The

difference in the eye sampling strategy almost disappeared

and was also reduced to a level similar to that for perception

(t5 ¼ 4.19, p , 0.05). At the same time, observers did not

fixate more on the sharp borders of the rotated target. This find-

ing indicates that saliency driven eye sampling does not

generate the illusion. Rather, the scission process is the cause

of the illusion, and the eye sampling acts as an amplifier of

the perception (figure 7).
5. Summary
Our experiments have shown that eye sampling is closely

coupled with the perception of lightness. Fixations are concen-

trated on the layers of the image that represent the reflectance

of the stimulus rather than on the occluding layers. In the

dark background condition, the lighter areas of the stimulus

are preferentially fixated compared with the light background

condition, where the contrast relationships are reversed.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Furthermore, we found an effect of the fixated position on

lightness perception. The whole test stimulus was perceived

as lighter when observers fixated a bright area than when

they fixated a dark area. Selection strategy had a massive

effect on perception. Consistent forced fixation increased the

size of the lightness illusion, whereas inconsistent selection

destroyed the illusion. This means that the fixation strategy

is an integral component of the illusory effect, as the two

cannot be dissociated. In line with this, we have shown that a

disruption of the segmentation process influences both per-

ception and eye sampling equally. It is the contrast along the

border that causes the segmentation process and this process

drives both perception and eye sampling.
6. Discussion
There are several known strategies that the visual system

uses to disentangle illumination and reflectance. For example,

when observers are asked to match a flat surface with another

one in term of their paints, they partially compensate for the

reduction in reflected light associated with surface slant [34].

In the Mach card effect [19], the two sides of a folded paper

are perceived as being made of the same paper if the veridical

shape of the card is perceived. However, if the apparent shape

of the card is inverted, the two sides of the card are perceived

as being made of different paper. Thus, when a change in

reflected light is not consistent with a change in illumination,

it can be perceived as a change in surface reflectance. Observers

take into account the scene geometry in order to estimate the

surface reflectance and a change in reflected light could be

interpreted as a difference in albedo or illumination according

to the interpretation of the scene.

Even the Cornsweet illusion [8], which has traditionally

been interpreted as a low-level effect, can be modulated by

scene geometry [9]. Furthermore, simply changing the stereo

cues can promote a different interpretation of the scene, and
thus a different perception of lightness [17]. Sometimes bino-

cular disparity is not sufficient to assign a depth order to

the single objects. Therefore, the visual system also relies on

contextual cues to infer the relative positions of the scene com-

ponents. It has been proposed that the visual system uses

common layout features to infer the spatial relationships

between the objects. For example, a uniform contrast polarity

along an edge is likely to be caused by an occluding object

being either darker or lighter [12–14], similarly, a shadow is

always darker than the material on which it is projected [11].

In particular, geometrical two-dimensional configurations

have been proposed to provide cues for the three-dimensional

structure of the scenes. Specifically, the geometrical and lumi-

nance relationships within contour junctions induce illusory

transparency and lightness perception, causing a perceptual

scission of the scene into multiple layers [11].

These processes allow the observer to disambiguate the

scene and distinguish between the surface reflectance and

other factors when interpreting changes in reflected light.

For example, they might suggest which parts of the scene

are more informative about the albedo of a specific part of

the scene. Here, we propose that eye movements are one of

the mechanisms that the visual system is using to select rel-

evant information for lightness perception once the scene has

been interpreted. It is indeed known that there is a close link

between where we look and the information we need for the

immediate task goals [42,43]. The fixation pattern that we

observed in this study was driven by a precise strategy and

could not be explained by bottom-up saliency. When we

rotated the stimuli, the global figure background contrast

was the same as in the original version, but the fixations

pattern changed together with the interpretation of the scene.

Our results show that selection processes for perception

and action—lightness perception and saccadic eye move-

ments—are closely coupled. Eye movements play a major

role in perception not only when high visual acuity is

required, but also in very simple lightness perception tasks.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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They serve as a powerful amplifier of the perceptual decisions

made by the visual system.

(a) Material and methods
(i) Stimuli
The noisy texture consisted of low pass filtered normally dis-

tributed random noise. The power spectrum of the noise

varied as (1/f2). The disc had the whole contrast allowed by

the monitor, whereas the background contrast was reduced

scaling the noise by a certain factor c [0 1]. In order to have a

dark and a light surround with the same contrast, the scaled

noise was shifted either to the highest or to the lowest lumi-

nance value of the screen. In Experiments 1 and 2, the spatial

structure of the noise was not altered by the scaling applied

to the surround, therefore the contrast polarity along the

border was always uniform. The 908 rotation of the disc dis-

rupted this uniformity, because the scaling and the noise

were not spatially correlated anymore. In Experiments 1 and

2, the test disc had a 68 of visual angle radius, whereas in Exper-

iment 3, it was 48. The radius of the uniform comparison disc

was always 48. The initial luminance of the matching disc in

the matching experiments (Experiments 1, 2 and 3) was

sampled from a uniform distribution covering the whole

range of the screen. In Experiments 1, 2 and 3, the test was dis-

played in the middle of the left half of the screen and the

matching disc in the middle of the right half. The size of the tex-

ture was 860 � 860 pixel. In Experiment 3, in order to have a

stronger illusion effect, the local contrasts were enhanced

with a logistic transformation of the filtered noise before scal-

ing. The transformation of the filtered noise to the higher

local contrast noise is obtained by the following equation:

n1 ¼
1

1þ e�10ðn0�0:5Þ:

(ii) Monitor
The stimuli were presented on a calibrated Samsung Sync-

Master 1100 mb monitor (40 � 30 cm; 1280 by 960 pixels;

85 Hz; 8 bits per gun). The monitor chromaticities were

measured with PR650 spectroradiometer, CIE xyY coordi-

nates for the upper right corner and for the screen centre

were R ¼ (0.610, 0.329, 22.2), G ¼ (0.282, 0.585, 76.3) and

B ¼ (0.156, 0.066, 11.9).
(iii) Eye movement recording
Gaze position signals were recorded with a head-mounted,

video-based eye tracker (EyeLink II; SR Research Ltd.,

Osgoode, Ontario, Canada) and were sampled at 500 Hz.

Observers viewed the display binocularly, but only the right

eye was sampled. Stimulus display and data collection were

controlled by a PC. The eye tracker was calibrated at the

beginning of each session. At the beginning of each trial,

the calibration was checked, if the error was more than 1.58
of visual angle, then a new calibration was performed, else a

simple drift correction was applied. A calibration was accepted

only if the validation procedure revealed a mean error smaller

than 0.48 of visual angle. We classified the eye movements

events using the standard Eyelink saccade detection algorithm

with an acceleration threshold of 80008 s22 and a velocity

threshold of 308 s21. Consecutive samples without intervening

saccades were averaged into a single fixation. Each fixation was

weighted equally in the results shown here, but weighting fix-

ations by their duration did not have any effects on any of our

results. To calculate the eye sampling measure, the luminance

of a 18 diameter area surrounding each fixation on the target

disc was averaged. In the forced-looking experiment, eye

position was monitored sample by sample and the image dis-

appeared when the distance between the actual and desired

fixated position was larger than 1.58.
(iv) Behavioural tasks
In Experiments 1, 2 and 3, observers were asked to adjust the

luminance of the matching disc to be as close as possible to

the one of the target disc embedded in the texture. They

could change the luminance of the disc by pressing the

mouse buttons. Each press corresponded to a change of

0.552 cd m22.
(v) Observers
Eighteen naive observers took part in Experiment 1, 15 in

Experiment 2, six in Experiment 3; all of them were

normal- or corrected-sighted undergraduate students.
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